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10 Reasons Why You Should Make Your Personal Video Database

To explain what exactly I mean, look at All My Movies program first. It is one of the possible personal video database
solutions. Got it? OK, lets go with the reasons now...
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1) Your personal video database will remember all the disks you have lent to somebody. Don't lose your movies, leave
them in the collection!
2) It is easier to locate a movie in the digital personal video database than to rummage through your shelves and DVD
boxes.
3) Everybody wants to get things organized. Dont you agree? Personal video database will organize your movies in an
easy way.
4) You will get something that looks like that glossy magazine :).
And you don't need to type anything except the movie title to make it real.
5) Personal video database is a way to impress your friends if they still havent it.
6) Personal video database will remind you who played the main role in some old movie; show you an actor photo and
his biography if you want. It will contain many interesting details about your movies and about celebrities.
7) Personal video database will help you determine your favorite movie genre as it can show you statistics for every
genre. Many other statistics possibilities are available due to the digital way the details are stored.
8) It is fun and easy to make your personal video database. All the possible benefits outweigh the several hours (or even
minutes!) you spend to add all your movies.
9) We are living in a digital age. Keep pace with the times!
10) Your computer will help you more by keeping your personal video database. Quite a good reason, don't you think?
Are you still in doubt? I was lazy before too :). Now I have my own personal movie database growing and Im so happy
with it. Give it a try and see!

Read more about how to organize your movie collection.
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